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Abstract—Face plays a vital role in the Recognition or
Re-Identification of a person. Therefore, it is significant to
identify and extract the facial visual features that
automatically lead to face identification-based classification.
Facial features comprise different ways of detection, for
instance, they could be located at corners or midpoints of the
facial features that rely on multiple components such as eyes,
lips, nose with different emotions and expressions used in
face recognition. This paper introduced a robust and
efficient deep learning model with the use of a transfer
learning approach for PSO for extraction and selection of
the best facial features. Deep learning models “Openface via
PSO and introduced customized Inception-V3 model via
PSO is used and present detailed comparative accuracy of
both models in terms of classification recognition. For this,
the paper presents seven different algorithms to evaluate the
efficiency of the model with four different face databases. It
is evident from the result; neural network classifier shows a
gradual hike to calculate accuracy with the proposed PSObased OpenFace deep learning approach. On the other
hand, random forest and AdaBoost algorithm were observed
most compatible with the customized PSO-based InceptionV3 model.
Keywords--Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO); Openface
Model; Customized Inception-v3, Transfer Learning

I.

INTRODUCTION

Face recognition task has become the most popular
emerging research field due to the diversity of its usage in
multiple applications that further part in variety of
multiple-disciplines, such as, Image generation disciplines
(GAN), digital image processing, computer vision
analysis, pattern recognition and formation, cyber
information security, information access management
from image to video data sources. It has fascinated lots of
attention from related researchers but the critical issue is to
find suitable descriptor for modeling and recognizing the
faces. Based on descriptor, face recognition approaches

can be generally separated into main three different
categories; features- based, holistic face image
identification or recognition, and hybrid face matching
approach [1].Although deep learning techniques for facial
recognition or adaptive task have capability to deliver
efficient output mainly rely on human experts’
representation that might be different one situations from
others or feature extracted from deep learning model.
Whereas deep learning based approaches and models have
proved significate in all condition for representing and
features that discovered automatically. Basically, deep
learning that comprise numerous layers of nonlinear
information processing for machine learning techniques
such as supervised learning techniques or un-supervised
learning techniques for transformation, feature extraction,
classification, and pattern recognition analysis[2] .
Moreover, it has become widely functional in not only
different research area such as, Natural Language
Processing (NLP) emotion analysis, speech and Audio
Processing but also in numerous major fields of the society
such as financial Business, medical, construction
development,
environment,
agriculture-engineering
.Besides, it plays vital role in automotive industry
revolutions with video and image processing application
[3]. Furthermore from last decade, deep learning based
models and approaches has been applied in every domain
as well its used more and more for face recognition with
promising results.[4][5][6][7]. These methods work by
taking data as sample to their network as input in which
convolve filters with multiple levels layers used to
discover low level to high level representation
automatically from supervised and un-supervised data for
learning ,detecting, differentiate and underlying patterns
and recognitions [8][9][10]. However, deep learning based
approaches and techniques, especially deep convolutional
neural network (DCNN) have represents exceptional
outcomes in image based face recognition task and
discover complex visual features in large datasets as well
with the using of backpropagation algorithms [8]
[11][12][6][13]. It contributes in revolution for image
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classification. For instance, numeral up-gradations of
DCNN Architecture, nowadays, have been proposed with
an ongoing increase in the number of customized layers in
network. Such as, GoogLeNet Inception V3 [14],
Inception V4 [15], VGG net[16], Microsoft ResNet [17],
DenseNets [18], DeepFace [11], DeepID [5] ,FaceNet [6]
and VGG-Face [7] are particularly for face recognition.
These deep networks are customized and require
challenges and variation. Such as, slopes exploding or
threatened slopes and filth in the image training process.
Mostly deep Convolution Neural Network (DCNN)
suffers from the de-gradation issues. For example,
significant decrement in efficiency could be evident when
the depth of the DCNN surpasses. Another, challenging
issue is about the variation of input data during distribution
towards layers for training the network called the internal
Bayesian. Although, there are several approaches and
techniques which have been proposed to deal with the
difficulties and challenges successfully, such as skip
connections
and
Optimization
strategies
[17][18][19][20][21], Transfer learning [19], initialization
strategies [20] batch Normalization [22] and layer-wise
training [23] are the most significant than others. In
addition, Deep Convolution Neural Network (DCNN)
models could also be used in the recognition; detection and
classification of face related applications [7]. Numerous
customized deep learning techniques are used for the
application of detecting face[4]. It is true that development
in video to image processing applications offers a chance
to extend the more robustness with accuracy in face
identification approaches such as, Inception Net deep
learning algorithm that perform multiple detection and
recognition task in videos such as forgeries detection [4].
Undoubtedly, Face forensic is major concern for the
security issues that are increasing day by day with the
mounting rate of world population which is expected to
grow approximately 10 billion by the end of 2050 and
approximately 12 billion in the end of 2100 [43, 44]
[4][24]. Therefore, smart solution is needed to deal with
these situations. This paper introduced an empirical
analysis of the state-of-the-art deep learning models via
PSO best features selection and its testing on seven
algorithms for recognition and classifies Face databases,
such as the popular algorithms are K-nearest neighbor
(kNN), support vector machine (SVM) and AdaBoost,
Neural network are employed as classifier. In the proposed
approach, Face94, Face95, Face96, Grimace databases
have been used to testify the model. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows. Below section I, describe the
different studies and related work related with face
identification. Section II minutiae two of the existing stateof-the-art deep Convolutional networks, OpenFace and
Inception-V3 via PSO for face recognition as well as the
other resources and methodologies that require
accomplishing this task. This paper used openface popular
face recognition deep learning model and compare its
ability with most well-known inception_V3 model to
evaluate its customizations evaluation on results.
Inception-V3 has ability to customized its layer according

to data’s’ parameters so that the model can train it as face
recognition model. For required task, Model trained on
parameters with its adaptive connections weights and
biases on minimum one layer of the inception-V3. The
proposed ability based is that the lower layers of the
proposed CNN are previously actual virtuous at
classifying for the lower-level visual features. That
differentiated images in all condition and required task of
the purpose like textures, lay out of the object, colors, and
shapes. further, only the highest layers differentiate the
definite higher level features of each class such as , number
of attachments or eyes-nose on a person face[14].
Moreover, detail would be defined in inception_v3 section
with detailed parameter. Same as openface deep learning
model too. Additionally, Combination of PSO with model
and its tuning with algorithm discussed respectively.
Section III then introduces seven classifier algorithms used
to classify the images in this paper with setting and
parameters. After that, presents the Database explanations
with its attributes were discussed. Finally, the experiment
followed by the results, discussion, and conclusion.
II.

RELATED WORK

Before the development of deep learning techniques
and algorithm, the maximum of previously usage of
traditional face recognition techniques used to work as
locally extract and differentiate by hand-craft adaptive
shallow features for overcoming specific issues like
occlusion and variation in scale and illumination with
using of Local Binary patterns (LBP), that work slowly
and efficient in small databases, Scale invariant Feature
Transform(SIFT) that work is efficient especially in
denoise images, and Histogram of Oriented
Gradients(HOG) for color ration based analysis. Later
most of the models adapt the techniques as, train features
and classify identities by different algorithms in which
most popular is Support vector machine (SVM) or nearest
neighbor classifiers [25][26][27][28]. However, with the
availability of the different state-of-art techniques that
relay on computational resources, deep learning
approaches based architecture have been introduced and
proposed that presents remarkably impressive outcomes in
the task of face recognition [11][5][6][5][7][27][47].
Machine learning based face recognition techniques
divided into three categories, features- based, holistic face
image identification or recognition, and hybrid face
matching approach [1]. There are numerous approaches
that have been used in the face applications including
recognition, identification, emotions detection, face
medical surgeries. Deep learning techniques have likewise been functional with as well as image processing
techniques. Traditional machine learning techniques have
been widely implemented in the virtually security through
face. For Instance, [11] used Inception-V3 neural network
architecture in [11] which is one of the brilliant deep
learning architecture that contain 11 layers(nine layer of
deep CNN model and two of them are
CNN
(convolutional layers)) and more than 120,000,000
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parameters trained on four million facial images from over
4,000 different persons. This method used Labeled faces
in the Wild and YouTube Faces Database and concluded
with alignment of images based on a 3-D model and usage
of a collaborative of convolutional neural networks, along
with the 97.35% and 91.4% accuracy for both databases
respectively. Similarly, [7]used deep CNN model in [7] to
present face recognition. They used CNN to training their
customized models for comparative analysis. Image
dataset contained 2.6M face (over 2.6K people). They pass
through the complications of deep convolution neural
network training and face recognition to present different
approaches and processes to accomplish comparable state
of the art results. Later, Mehdipour et al. (2016) presented
a comparative analysis of VGG-Face and Lightened
convolutional neural networks in [29] to estimate the
efficiency of deep learning approach based face
illustration under multiple challenge based conditions of
facial expression such as fluctuating head pose, movement
of upper and lower face occlusion with respect to mussels
as well, changing illumination of different strength and
miss alignments. Then, Rajeev Ranjan et al. (2017) [30]
presented an remarkable algorithm for real-time detection
of face movements, landmarks localization as per FCPS,
the most common challenge of pose estimation and sex
recognition by using different kind of deep convolutional
neural networks (CNN) and compare its methods and
approaches.
III.

METHODOLOGY OR EXPERIMENT

The illustration of the proposed Deep Face recognition
models is shown in Figure 1.the flow diagram shows
complete experimental process of models, beginning from
input data sources to the end classification stage. The
experiment divided into four major tasks. Start with the
two-dimensional images[31] as an input, Deep learning
models extracts the features via inception V-3 and
Openface model. Along with transfer learning
approach[32], The features used in PSO for selects the best
feature among all extracted features individually. After
best feature selection, The final feature set is transit to the
seven popular studied classifiers are, kNN, SVM, SGD,
random forest, Neural Network (multilayer perceptron
(MLP)), Naïve Bayes, Ada Boost . Finally, accuracy has
been calculated through classifier.


Transfer Learning

The reuse of a previously pre-trained deep learning
model [33] on a new challenge with customization is

known as transfer learning. It's used is highly popular in
deep learning approaches. right now, since it can train deep
neural networks with a small amount of data.
A. OpenFace neural network models
The Openface network first time used by Brandon
Amos et al. [34] is inspired by a neural network developed
by Google brain researchers’ team, called “FaceNet” [6].
There is ongoing development on the library of Openface,
While “OpenFace” is few years old, and it has been
broadly used because it offers best levels of accuracy
similar to facial re-identification or recognition models
found in commercial state-of-the-art systems such as
Google’s FaceNet or “Facebooks DeepFace”. The model
used nn4.small2 library released in 2016[34]. This version
of openface is customized architecture of FaceNet that
focuses on the face related applications and have 5a and 5b
layers. openface is Without 4b, 4c and 4d layers or it is
removed and have smaller 5a and 5b layers. It contains a
combination of regular convolutional layers, max-pooling
layers and initial version of inception deep neural models
layers. DeepFace layers are complex convolutional layers
that contain continues parallel filters of different size; the
in-depth description of them is available in the original
paper [9]. The OpenFace network is trained on a
combination of two datasets names are FaceScrub and
CASIA-WebFace [34]. The FaceScrub and CASIAWebFace datasets contain 106863 and 494 414 images
respectively[35][36].In addition, OpenFace's neural
network gives an ability of feature extraction method to
obtain human face with the different view of angle even
with the low dimensional representation. There is a
difference between training the deep neural network
(DNN) model for feature representation and training a
model for classifying[37] people with the DNN model.
OpenFace is an open source library that rivals the
performance and accuracy of proprietary models. The
number of parameters are with 128-dimensional
embedding’s and do not include the batch normalization
running means and variances. Further, the models can be
easily trained in multiple approach of training with
different datasets whereas pre-trained deep learning
models are upgraded and must be launch with a related
information of model. However, Shifting among models
with proper knowledge because the embedding is not wellsuited with datasets. Further PSO used for best features
selection with openface as well shown in figure 2 show
flow of work.
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of experiment

Fig. 2 Schematic Diagram of Openface
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B. Inception-V3 Deep Learning Model

dimension reduction and rectified linear activation. A fully
connected layer with 1024 points and rectified linear
Second deep face recognition model is customized, activation. A dropout layer with 70% ratio of dropped
The paper comparing Inception-V3 model with Openface outputs. Further, overview of customized inception-V3
model. The purpose of Inception architecture is to decrease architecture illustrate in Figure 3 below.
the computational virtual resources by usage in extremely
correct image classification using deep learning [9][38]. It C. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
has developed on the basis of GoogleNet architecture[31]
[9]. In [39], Lin et al introduced the ability of “Network in “James Kennedy and R. C. Eberhart 1995” introduced
Network” which is one of the greatest important standards Particle swarm optimization algorithm inspired by social
of inception neural network architecture that popular for population agents. PSO and its extensions usually used for
the representative ability of neural networks. This ability optimization challenges in the multidisciplinary fields
of neural network saves them from computational such as deep neural networks, data classification and
bottlenecks by dimension reduction to 1×1 clustering, networks wireless and node strategies. Its
convolutions[40][41]. Furthermore, openface use a part of followed population based heuristic optimization
layers from initial version of inception, that the motivation approached also known as swarm intelligence[43]. in the
to trained Inception_V3 as face recognition model. optimization challenges PSO is popular like others
Additional, Inception-V3 focuses on finding an optimized
evolutionary computational approaches such as Ant
position between the traditional way of increasing
performance, which increases the size and depth. In colony optimization (ACO), Bacterial foraging
addition, trained full CNN model is difficult task so optimization (BFO) , Genetic engineering approaches
proposed approach can at least see the principals involved and evolution algorithms and strategies with updating
in adapting an existing model to a new dataset. This is particle experience that experience based on population
generally the approach used as hybridization and can shared experience among their populations particles to
achieve impressive results on a reduced period than robust their individual solution with respect to time.
developing and training an entirely new deep learning Implementation of PSO algorithm in which
model. It uses using sparsity in the layers based on the computational notation based on population of transition
theoretical grounds given by both approach in their own variable known as particle, every particle represents an
position that can cost a huge amount of computational
individual solution[44].
resources. Inception that uses fully learned filters in their
22-layer architecture that is the main goal to achieve.
1) Implementation and interpretability of PSO: In
Initially our model used the parameters that Inception-V3 proposed model, The proposed approach used PSO with
has learned from ImageNet for every layer except the last Both deep learning models. Simple PSO algorithm works
one before the predictions in the hope that whatever by having image’s features vectors (swarm or population)
weights and biases are helpful in differentiating objects
can also be applied to our facial recognition task. The of individual particle solution as image feature. The image
‘PreLogits’ is the last layer and best choice for required features are surrounding in specified feature selection
task. The size of this layer is “None, 1, 1, 2048” as defined space (location/position) according to traditional formula.
there are 2048 filters each with size 1 x 1. This discussed The distances of the features are followed by their
layer is efficiently shaped because of put on an normal individual best-identified space (location/position) in the
pooling process with an 8 x 8 kernel to the mixed layers features selection space as well the full image’s features
and then applying dropout. For adoption to accomplish vectors’ favorites best space. When better solution for
compulsory task it can update to a fully connected layer by individual image features are being achieved then it
removing or
reduction based squeezing the two followed by the whole image’s vectors features
dimensions as 1, and leaving with a fully connected layer (swarm).this iterations are repeated until optimal best
with 2048 neurons for parameters. Afterward, introduce a
image features are select as per features’ space and time
novel output layer that takings the prelogits layer as input
with the number of neurons matching to the number of with a single neighborhood throughout the optimization
classes. To train only a single layer, basically, the lists of process. till today there are numbers of PSO and its
trainable variables in the training operation are features of extension has been proposed but the standard one is the
face data sets[42].in last softmax activation function to the main version of PSO and its introduced by Shi and
logits returned by the Inception_V3 in direction to Eberhart[44].The reason to select PSO, or best feature of
compute probabilities for each category. Moreover, the PSO algorithm is its reliability and easily
inception_V3 to generate a correlation statistical analysis implementation because the algorithm depend on two
to generate groups of higher correlation to feed forward to variable equations[45]. The PSO represent the
the next layer and they took the idea of multiscale analysis coordinates of each feature (particle) shows individual
of visual information in their 1×1, 3×3 and 5×5
solution with two associate vectors, velocity, and space
convolution layers[9]. An average-pooling layer with 5×5
filters size and stride 3. A 1×1 layer with 128 filters for (position/location) of feature (particle).
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Fig. 3 Architecture of Customized Inception_V3 faces recognition Mode

2) Algorithm and Notation: Assumed, The numbers in the image (swarm) denoted by 𝐼 . Searchimplementation on a multi-media data as two- space boundaries are presented by as, the lower boundary
dimensional or three-dimensional; the features (particle) value denoted by blo and upper boundary value denoted
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by bup .Respectively every feature has a different space
𝔁𝔦 𝜖 Ɍȵ in the selection space (search space) and features
velocity denoted by 𝓿𝒊 𝝐 Ɍȵ The parameters ω, Φp and
φg are selected by the Fitness Function and Classifier
respectively and control the behavior and effectiveness
for PSO execution. Further the deep learning model
extract the numbers of image’s features vectors are 2048
as particle in inception and for open face 128 images’
features vectors. The feature range is the real number. The
maximum change that a feature can take during an
iteration is 30. The learning factors or acceleration
constants are equal to 1.3. The search is a repeating
process and the shutdown condition or the maximum
number of iterations that PSO execution is set to 100. The
inertia weight is set at 0.7 and 0.9 using the above control
parameters. The PSO is executed, and the results are
obtained. The model tuned parameters (the candidate
solution) and receive an output value. The target of the
proposed model is ultimate goal of an optimization task is
to find the parameters in the search space that maximize
or minimize this fitness. Let 𝑃𝐼 be the most identified
space of the feature (particle) 𝐼 and lease g be the most
identified space (location/position) of the whole image
(swarm). The implemented of PSO algorithm is signified
as:
For each feature denoted from i = 1, ..., n:

If f (Xi) < f (Pi) then
Update the most known space of the feature as
𝑷𝒊 ← 𝑿𝒊.
If f (Pi) < f (g) then
Update the best-known space of the image as,
𝒈 ← 𝑷𝒊.
IV.

CLASSIFIER ALGORITHMS (TUNING OF
PARAMETERS & SETTINGS)

Introduced models used different classifier algorithms
for classification accuracy and compatibility of model
associated to database are describe, further each algorithm
describes its parameters and setting for our introduced
model with approach.
I. kNN:
KNN is a basic algorithm that stores all accessible data
and classifies new data classes based on a resemblance
measure approach. k Nearest Neighbors algorithm have
already been used in statistical assessment and pattern
recognition ,in the beginning of 1960’s, with nonparametric approach. It works under the approach of
dynamic memory of repeating and learning in human
computer based applications. Individuals’ reason by
memorizing and study by doing. Intellectuals’ think and
make
strategies
for
memorizing,
making
similarities[46][47].

The algorithm uses the Euclidean distance with
Firstly, feature space initialization with the attribute of
different approach, which is a straight path linking two
uniformly distributed random vectors represented as:
edges, such as edge A and edge B. Before Implementation
𝑿𝒊 ~ 𝑼 (𝒃lo, 𝒃up)
of kNN approach on data, the data necessity is well
The Initialize of most well identified space of the each organized, that means, the dataset's parameters must be
scaled down to a normalized scale or without outliers.
feature to its original position: 𝑷i ← 𝑿i
Otherwise, its effect on results and its well-prepared then
Condition if function f of 𝑷i is less then function f of g main benefit of the k Nearest Neighbors is that it executes
then it represent as, f (Pi) < f (g) at that time.
well with multi modal class’s datasets because the roots of
its decision is created on a minor similarity of data.
Update the well-identified space of the image is
g ← 𝑷i
The feature velocity Initialize as:
𝑽𝒊 ~ 𝑼 (− | 𝒃UP− 𝒃lo | , | 𝒃UP−𝒃lo | )

Euclidean distance matrix between the edges of A and
B is the distance of the line segment [46]. The base formula
for Euclidean distance is given in equ 1:

(𝐴, 𝐵) = √𝑥1 − 𝑥2 2 + (𝑦2 − 𝑦1 )2

If an endpoint criterion is not complied with:
II. SVM:
The Support Vector Machine algorithm is created on
For each dimension d = 1,..., n do
the approach of statistical learning model [48]. Because of
good efficient generality of outputs. SVM demands
Choose random numbers as 𝒓𝒑, 𝒓𝒈 ~ 𝑼 (𝟎, 𝟏)
increasing in the research related especially in pattern
The endpoint criterion can be the number of iterations recognition with classification and non-linear regression
executed, or a solution where the appropriate objective estimation tasks. Implementation of SVM algorithm on
data with n number of data samples represent as,(x1
function value is found.
,y1)………(xn ,yn) for initializing the training, further x
Update feature velocity as, 𝑽𝑰, 𝒅 ← 𝝎 𝑽𝑰, 𝒅 + is an input vector value from sample and y is a consistent
𝜱𝒑 𝑹𝑷 (𝑷𝑰, 𝒅 − 𝑿𝑰, 𝒅) + 𝝋𝒈 𝑹𝑮 (𝑮𝑫 − 𝑿𝑰, 𝒅)
result value, SVM estimator function (f) on regression can
be shown in equation 2:
Update the space of the feature: 𝑿𝒊 ← 𝑿𝒊 + 𝑽𝒊.
For each feature i = 1,..., I do
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𝑁

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑋 ∑ 𝛼𝑖 𝑦𝑖(𝑥𝑖Ț𝑥) + 𝑏
𝑖

III.

V. Neural Network [multilayer perceptron (MLP)]:
The multi-layer perceptron algorithm of a feed forward
artificial neural network through back-propagation that
can learn linear model as well as non-linearly model
separable data[51]. The learning rate is set to algorithm as
every layer has 100 neurons. Defined as the ith element
represents the number of neurons in the ith hidden layer,
activation on relu ,relu is the activation function for the
hidden layer: relu: the rectified linear units function. The
proposed model used adam: stochastic gradient-based
optimizer and for weight optimization, the parameter of
regularization of α= 0.0001 is set and maximum iteration
is 200.

SGD:
For large-scale data’s’ problem, gradient-based
optimization approaches are preferred in machine learning
as well as deep learnings applications[49]. Stochastic
methods are chosen due to their efficient scaling
properties. Stochastic gradient descent is similar in
principle to gradient descent but as an alternative of
computing the full gradient ∇f (wk), it simply chooses one
of the gradients ∇fn (wk) consistently at random and uses
that to bring up-to-date wk. Even though this may move VI. Naïve Bayes:
wk away from the least possible, it works in expectation.
Naïve Bayes is a Probabilistic classifier and it is based
on Bayes theorem [52]. In our model, the model select
Since, 𝐸 [𝛻𝑓𝑛 (𝑤𝑘)] = 𝛻𝑓 (𝑤𝑘).
numeric estimator precision values and its select based on
An important aspect of SGD is that 𝛻𝑓𝑛 (𝑤𝑘) is an analysis of the training data accuracy. Furthermore,
anomaly estimate of the true gradient. Even at the finest, normal distribution was used for numeric attributes rather
where the true gradient is 0, the algorithm strength than kernel estimator. Naïve Bayes generally represented
as:
continue to change 𝑤𝑘

SGD has a pointedly leisurelier convergence rate than
P(A|B) ∝ L(A|B) P(A)
gradient descent. For minimizing the residual error SGD
Bayes’ theorem can also be represented in
use linear convergence, and quadratic convergence mean
an even faster asymptotic convergence. Nevertheless, in relationships of likelihood: posterior = likelihood × prior
/ normalizing constant.
each iteration of SGD value of N is independent.
VII. Ada Boost
IV. Random Forest
Freund and Schapire introduced the boosted classifier
Random forests (Breiman, 2001, 2002) were
as
AdaBoost
algorithm of and it was the initial initiative of
definitively inclined by the primary research on geometric
feature selection by Amit, Y., & Geman, D. (1997) [50], boosting classifier algorithm to help in weak resources,
the unsystematic or random sub-space technique of and the furthermore it is best practice used measuredly used in
random split selection tactic. Random forests are an deep learning research with applications in numerous
collective technique used for regression trees or fields. Over the two decades, the there are numerous
classification[50]. The methodologies of random forest extension are introduced to “explain” AdaBoost as a
jointly work with the techniques of decision trees for input learning algorithm with better accuracy, that is, to
training dataset and matching the remaining data as test. understand why it works, how it works, and when it works
Mostly, ranking between the variable have done by (or fails)the best approach to understand practically
random forest in a classification. Calculate the worth of a adaBoost is why its use how its work in different data
data sample in a dataset 𝐷𝑛 = {(𝑋𝑖, 𝑌𝑖)}𝑖 = 1𝑛 to fit a ambiguity[53].
random forest to the data. Throughout the fitting process,
the error for every sample is computed and averaged over
V.
K-MEAN INTERACTIVE
the random forest. Calculate the worth of the ith sample
after the training stage, the output of the ith sample are perClustering (K means) classification: A simple k means
muted between the training dataset and the error is again
calculated on same data source. The output for the ith clustering approach is applied, with k equaling the number
sample is calculated by mean, the alteration in error of classes in the dataset [54]. With 500 iterations, the
previously, and afterward the per-mutation for all the trees. Euclidean distance was employed for assessment.
For sorting the differences, it used standard deviation for
VI.
DATASETS
normalization.
Four Dataset has been used for above comparative
𝑀
analysis. s. Face94 as dataset[55], images of faces contain
𝑓(𝑥) = ∑ (𝛽𝑚 ℎ𝑚 (X)
normal green background without light variations no head
scaling and either having minor variation are presents in
𝑚=1
head turning position with different expressions some are
mini face expression some are macro expressions.
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Second dataset as face95 [55], images of faces contain
red color’s curtain background, variation is produced by
obscurities depends on subject moves to forward. having
minor changes in head position due to tilt and slant, large
head scale variation; some of face have different
expression variation, transection in measurement of face
and images contain different lighting variation as subject
moves to forward, significant lighting changes occur on
faces moment due to the artificial lighting arrangement.
Third dataset as Face96 [55], images of faces contain
complex background, large head scale variation, minor
variations in head position due to tilt, slant and expression.
Some interpretation of face position and light variation are

presents because of object moment in artificial light.
Last dataset as Grimace [55], images of faces contain plain
background, small head scale variation, considerable
variation in head position due to tilt, slant and major
variation in expression. Minor interpretation in face
position and light variation.
VII.

RESULTS:

Seven different classifiers have been tested for
compatibility comparative analysis with over deep
learning models, below detailed results has been presented
to understand each and every statically move of results.

Table 1 Model Evaluation Metrics
Model Evaluation Metrics

Attack Type (Algorithms)

Accuracy (CA)

Precision (P)

Recall (R)

F-Measure
(F)

Description

Defined as the percentage of correctly classified
records over the total number of records. (Classification
Accuracy)

The percentage ratio of true positives (TP) records
divided by the total number of true positives (TP) and
false positives (FP) categorized records. 100 percent P
=TP/(TP + FP)

The number of true positive records divided by the
number of true positives and False negatives (FN)
categorized records is defined as the percent ratio. 100
percent R = TP/(TP + FN)

Defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall
and represents a balance between them. F =
2.P.R/(P+R)
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Table 2 Face94 results with Open face deep learning Model

Algorithm

Ac

CA

F1

P

R

kNN

0.953

0.873

0.873

0.874

0.873

SVM

0.963

0.851

0.851

0.850

0.851

SGD

0.913

0.891

0.889

0.891

0.891

Random Forest

0.981

0.914

0.914

0.915

0.914

Neural
Network

0.997

0.962

0.962

0.962

0.962

Naive Bayes

0.938

0.809

0.810

0.812

0.809

Ada Boost

0.956

0.944

0.944

0.944

0.944

Table 3 Face94 results with Inception-V3 model

Algorithm

Ac

CA

F1

P

R

kNN

0.876

0.771

0.769

0.769

0.771

SVM

0.826

0.644

0.664

0.706

0.644

SGD

0.819

0.805

0.802

0.800

0.805

Random
Forest

0.916

0.802

0.789

0.786

0.802

Neural
Network

0.927

0.805

0.801

0.798

0.805

Naive Bayes

0.790

0.584

0.613

0.713

0.584

Ada Boost

0.960

0.957

0.957

0.957

0.957
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Illustrated table compares the result of two model in
accidence with evolution matrices: Accuracy, across
different classifiers. Face 94 database is used to calculate
the metrics. Overall proportion of open-face model
appears more effective than Inception V3. It noticeably
outnumbered the inception model V3 in accuracy and CA.
As is clearly observed in table, highest accuracy, and CA
extracted from the neural network approximately 99% and
96% respectively. whereas for inception V3 proportion of
accuracy and CA significantly decreased 8% and 3% .it is
notable that only with AdaBoost algorithm ,Inception V3
model calculates similar rates of accuracy with
openface(this is true for CA as well) among all, whereas
other algorithms named: KNN,SVM,SDG,RF And N.B
are more compatible with openface for accurate result.
While taking into the consideration to classification
accuracy, it can be inferred the difference between the
accuracy rates in KNN, SVM, NB is noticeably higher
with inception model than openface. On the contrary other
have less difference .Least performance observed in NB
algorithm in both open face and inception model
.Proportion of the classification accuracy in AdaBoost is
higher while Inception-V3 than openface. From the given
explanation it can be deduced that neural network
algorithm executes outstanding
accuracy and
classification accuracy with openface and random forest is
second most preferable algorithm which is more
compatible with it, on the other hand AdaBoost classifiers
gives the best result with Inception V3 model.
In terms of F- measure Precision and Recall,
compatibility with algorithm can be observed clearly
higher in open face model than inception V3. The rate of
precision is particularly larger between openface and
Inception V3 among all algorithm with the exception of
AdaBoost, which precision rate is 95% with inception
model, slightly higher than openface model. Neural
network calculate the highest result with openface
approximately 96% whereas inception-V3 precision is
slightly less, around 16% than openface. AdaBoost
algorithm precision is 95% in inception V3 nearly as
openface. More than 10% difference in precision noted
between
openface
and
inception
model
is
10%,15%,9%,12%10% FOR knn, svm, sgd, Random
Forest, NB respectively. This is true for Recall where
10%,19%,8%11%,22% differences evident in KNN,
SVM, SGD, R.F NB.

other hand Adaboost algorithm is suitable for both
Inception V3 with the accuracy of 96%.
Illustrated table depicts the result of two model
Matrices, across different classifiers. Face 95 database is
used to calculate the accuracy and classification accuracy.
As is clearly observed in table, open face model noticeably
outnumbered the inception model V3 in both accuracy and
classification accuracy. Highest accuracy and CA
extracted from the Neural network approximately 99% and
96% respectively, whereas lowest percent calculated from
SGD classifier (approx. 91%) and for C.A ,naive base
algorithm calculated least proportion (approx. 81%).on the
other hand proportion of SD algorithm for CA is 1 %
greater than acc: and for naive base value
An illustrated chart enumerates the result of top three
preferred accuracy among seven algorithms of Face94
database across the two models. Accuracy rate is particular
larger in OpenFace than inception model. Neural Network
holds larger share of accuracy in OpenFace with 99%
whereas, in inception, its second preferred algorithm with
the percent of 92%. Randomforest is second most
preferred algorithm with 98% and 3rd is SVM.
On the other hand, Adaboost Algorithm outnumbered
neural network and held first preference in accuracy with
inception model whereas neural network appears to be
second with the percent of 92% and random forest is
slightly less than neural network.
Given graph enumerates the result form the Face 95
database and depicts that neural network calculates the
highest accuracy rate with OpenFace model about 99%,
for inception V3, Adaboost performs similarly with
proportion of 93%,whereas for classification accuracy
,P,R,F ; 15% difference evident between two models result
of neural network. For Adaboost, C.A observed almost 3%
and in-term of recall precision and its mean, rarely
difference observed between two models proportion.

Random forest algorithm is second preferred algorithm
in accuracy, with openface compatibility, where accuracy
rate is 96%, whereas for inception model it decreases 6%.
Ada Boost overtakes Random forest in C.A, R ,P and F
with 2 % majority in open face and for inception ,18%
difference clearly delineated. SVM perform almost similar
of random forest in accuracy with openface model almost
10% higher than inception model. However in terms of
accuracy, KNN, NB, and SGD performance are negligible
For neural network its 16%. Irrespective of Harmonic in openface Model about 93%, 92% and 90% respectively,
mean of precision and recall ,no significantly change whereas for CA P R And F, more than 10% difference
observed except random forest and naïve base algorithm, calculated.
where open face model predominated with the percent of
12% and 20% comparatively than others. Overall
openface model is continually to be dominated over
inception V3 with highest accuracy and means, on the
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FACE94
100%
99%

98%

98%
96%
96%

96%

94%
92%
92%
91%

90%
88%
86%
openFace
Adaboost

Incepiton V3
Neural network

Randomforest

SVM

Fig. 4 Illustration of Comparative Results through Bar Graph
Table 4 Openface model results

Algorithm

Ac

CA

F1

P

R

kNN

0.930

0.832

0.832

0.832

0.832

SVM

0.962

0.863

0.863

0.865

0.863

SGD

0.905

0.873

0.872

0.875

0.873

Random
Forest

0.964

0.880

0.880

0.882

0.880

Neural
Network

0.992

0.945

0.945

0.945

0.945

Naive
Bayes

0.921

0.772

0.771

0.782

0.772

Ada Boost

0.926

0.907

0.907

0.907

0.907
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Table 5 Inception-V3 model Results

Algorithm

Ac

CA

F1

P

R

kNN

0.872

0.731

0.727

0.727

0.731

SVM

0.857

0.693

0.682

0.690

0.693

SGD

0.825

0.775

0.773

0.773

0.775

Random
Forest

0.892

0.762

0.757

0.762

0.762

Neural
Network

0.925

0.788

0.786

0.785

0.788

Naive
Bayes

0.795

0.619

0.623

0.652

0.6119

Ada Boost

0.952

0.938

0.938

0.938

0.938

FACE95

100%
98%

99%

96%
96%

96%

94%

92%

95%
93%

93%
92%

90%
88%

89%

86%
84%
Open face

Neural network

InceptionV3

Adaboost

Randomforest

SVM

Knn

Fig. 5 Illustration of Comparative Results through Bar Graph

As is presented in the graph neural network appears to
be most preferred classifier to calculate accuracy in open
face almost 99% , in the contrast, accuracy rate decreases
7% in Inception-V3.SVM and random forest can be seen
96% ,whereas with inception V3, 5% less performance
evident in random forest.

In open face model, accuracy rate is same as AdaBoost
algorithm as Knn ,about 93%,on the contrary AdaBoost
algorithm perform significantly higher, and appear as first
preferred algorithm which is most compatible with
InceptionV3 model, to calculate accuracy.
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Table 6 Openface model results

Algorithm

AC

CA

F1

Precision

Recall

kNN

0.862

0.825

0.819

0.816

0.825

SVM

0.854

0.752

0.761

0.777

0.752

SGD

0.813

0.842

0.843

0.844

0.842

Random Forest

0.931

0.855

0.838

0.846

0.855

Neural Network

0.933

0.858

0.855

0.853

0.958

Naive Bayes

0.808

0.649

0.694

0.799

0.649

Ada Boost

0.972

0.977

0.977

0.977

0.977

Table 7 Inception-V3 model Results

Algorithm

AC

CA

F1

Precision

Recall

kNN

0.846

0.757

0.747

0.745

0.757

SVM

0.816

0.708

0.699

0.694

0.708

SGD

0.799

0.802

0.800

0.799

0.802

Random Forest

0.860

0.765

0.736

0.746

0.765

Neural Network

0.917

0.815

0.811

0.809

0.815

Naive Bayes

0.778

0.618

0.643

0.707

0.618

Ada Boost

0.942

0.940

0.940

0.941

0.940

FACE96
100%
95%
90%

97%

93%

97%

93%

85%

93%

93%
87%

86%

80%
openface

InceptionV3
Neural network

Adaboost

Randomforest

Knn

Fig. 6 Illustration of Comparative results through Bar Graph

Given graph depicts the same performance calculated Neural network 3% and random forest calculates accuracy
with both openface and inception V3 model, where slightly less as 4% than Adaboost. same as in inceptionAdaboost classifier obtains the zenith level position with V3 Neural network follows around 3% less and Random
97% and 94% in openface and inception-V3 respectively.
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Forrest 8%, while performance of Knn evident, Just 2%
less than openface.
Table 8 Openface model Result

Algorithm

AC

CA

F1

Precision

Recall

kNN

0.957

0.875

0.869

0.869

0.875

SVM

0.973

0.880

0.879

0.878

0.880

SGD

0.898

0.875

0.871

0.871

0.875

Random Forest

0.980

0.903

0.899

0.900

0.903

Neural Network

0.983

0.911

0.910

0.909

0.911

Naive Bayes

0.957

0.841

0.846

0.865

0.841

Ada Boost

0.940

0.925

0.924

0.924

0.925

Table 9 Inception-V3 model Results

Algorithm

AC

CA

F1

Precision

Recall

kNN

0.788

0.731

0.722

0.724

0.731

SVM

0.813

0.772

0.750

0.780

0.772

SGD

0.723

0.692

0.698

0.710

0.692

Random Forest

0.815

0.789

0.772

0.790

0.789

Neural Network

0.812

0.761

0.755

0.754

0.761

Naive Bayes

0.725

0.511

0.521

0.658

0.511

Ada Boost

0.940

0.933

0.934

0.935

0.933

Grimnce
150%
100%
98%

98%

97%

96%

96%

94%

50%

81%

82%

81%

0%
1
Adaboost

Neural network

2
Randomforest

SVM

Knn

Naïve Bayes

Fig. 7 Illustration of Comparative Results through Bar Graph

At a first glance graph reveals that accuracy in
openface is almost same , among three most preferred
algorithm with slightly difference .neural network and
random forest leading to aculeate accuracy in openface

with 98%,on the contrast ,random forest secure 2nd most
preference and neural network resulted slightly less,82%
and 81% respectively. SVM performance is noticeably
higher with openface model, calculated 97% whereas with
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inception model, accuracy observed 81%, same as neural perform significantly higher with inception model and
network. Knn and naïve Bayes performance is most considerable classifier; nevertheless, less
considerable, illustrated 96%. AdaBoost algorithms computability with openface model is evident.

Cumulative Chart
100%
99%

99%

99%

99%

98%
98%

98%

98%

97%
97% 97%

97%
96%
faec94

face95
neuralnet

face96
adabost

Grimnce

randomforest

Fig. 8 Illustration of Comparative Results through Bar Graph

Overall, it is conspicuous that across all databases open
Authors are thankful to anonymous editor and
face model enumerated significant compatibility and reviewers for their valuable contribution.
neural network classifier showed a gradual hike to
calculate accuracy. On the other side random forest and
AdaBoost algorithm observed most compatible with
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